CONNECT & COMPUTE ANYWHERE
- Premises, cloud or Sentinel hosted high capacity and performance VPN services
- Public cloud virtual desktop services deployed in days to a few weeks
- Consistent application experiences on nearly any device, anywhere
- Stay secure while mobile with 24x7x365 Sentinel SOC monitoring options

COLLABORATE WITH EVERYONE
- Complementary to Compute Anywhere, ask Sentinel about our Collaborate with Everyone offerings and COVID-19 bundles
- Sentinel bundles include rapidly deployed advanced collaboration with extended trials on WebEx and Microsoft Teams platforms

COMPUTE ANYWHERE SECURELY
- Add a Managed Detection and Response (MDR) endpoint protection to Compute Anywhere solutions to protect your productivity on the road or at home
- Sentinel also offers cloud security including content filtering, malware and botnet protection all available for your Compute Anywhere experience
- Stay connected and productive anywhere and know that Sentinel’s SOC is on-guard 24x7x365 with Sentinel MDR services

ALWAYS KNOWLEDGEABLE

WHO WE ARE
Sentinel Technologies has been delivering high quality IT services, products, and support solutions since 1982. We can help your business obtain the tools for success through our partnerships with global technology solutions leaders including AWS, Cisco, Cylance, Dell, Microsoft, ServiceNow, Splunk, VMw are and more.

Always Leading
1.800.769.4343 | sentinel.com
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